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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, June 27, 1957

IN OUR 78th YEAR
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*Wiley Pleads
Against Abuse
Of High Court

I34
1
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MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXxV111 No. 1 53
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Supreme Court Aid And
Comfort To Communists
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First...
with
Local News
•and
Local Pictures

A JAPANESE PLEA FOR GIRARD
•:111

Sgt. Grogan To
Brother Of Take
Part In
p
Murray Woman — Exercise
Pas4s Away
R. W. McDaniel, age 76, passed
away yesterday at his home on
Paris. Tennesee route one. He
was a Calloway County native
and was born February 5, 1881.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete at the preselft time,
however burial will be in Palestine cemetery in Henry County.
Mr. McDaniel was a farmer
and was an elder in the Gum
, Springs Cumberland Presbyterian
church.
Survivors include his wife Mrs.
Willie Mae McDaniel whom he
(Continued on Pag• Four)

Hurricane Audrey.Rama
Louisiana Texas Coast
State Hatchet Fury Of Howling Wind And
Blinding Rain Hits Mainland
Begins To
CU.''
0 S

PORT ARTHUR, Tex. Iln — on the Keturah and moving
Hurricane Audrey, which killed toward the Keturah and moving
10 persons before it ever touched toward the south Louisiana coast.
The Keturah struck the oil
land, smashed into the Texastoday.rIts highest rig and sank rapidly after the
coast
Louisiana
FRANKFORT — 8ff — The
By LEE NICHOLS
winds were estimated at more towline broke 11 miles out of
hatchet was beginning to fall
tilted Press Staff Correspondent
Galveston. It had lost power
than 100 miles an hour.
here this week as acting Gov.
WASHINGTON ne
and sent out a distress signal.
with
towns
isolated
whole
It
Harry Lee Waterfield and a compreme Court was attackroday
to which the Cahoone responded,
mittee of advisors weeded out mountainous tides and crashing about 70 miles from Galveston.
as an "aid and comfort" td
out
electrical
knocked
employes suspected to be polit- waves and
Communism and defended as a
After the Keturah hit the rig
ically-disloyal to the Chandler power in Beaumont and Port and sank, the Cahoone searched
co-equal branch . of the govern'CAMP DESERT ROCK, Nev.
Arthur, two of the Texas coast's
administration.
ment doing its part in safethe heavy seas but could not
*gest cities.
l*HTNC) — Marine M/Sgt. Edsel
guarding individual liberties.
the crewmen from
the
the
victims
of
first
Among
The hurricane's center, accord- pull _any of
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
son
Grogan,
W.
The mounting controversy over
reshuffling left in Waterfield's ing to the Port Arthur Weather the waters.
Mur4,
Route
of
Grogan
S.
W.
recent court rulings brought with
Storm/Heads For Coast
hands by vacationing Gov. A. Bureau, hit the Louisiana coast
By AtBiN KREBS
!ley, Ky., and husband of the
it new warnings of threats to
The Coat Guard reported that
Press Staff Corresponden former, Miss Retha Askew of B. Chandler were a welfare de- around Cameron shortly after
United
the 86-foot Keaw enforcement.
am. c.s.t. But hurricane-streV shortly before
NEW YORK —IP-- Billy Gra- Kinston, N. C., will take part partment section supervisor, a
The FBI was reported ready
turah smashed into the rig that
ham said. Wednesday night that in the first extensive troop exer- highway department garage man- winds were reported as far
to withdraw from prosecutions
it attempted to man its twin
his crusade to save 'New York cise in the current series of ager and an employment office as Galveston, Tex., at least 140
of espionage and certain other
in the gales pushed by,
miles down the coast from Cam- sails
outdrawn any atomic tests, scheduled for June manager.
and
had
outlasted
criminal cases if necessary to
Audrey, which was packing 100eron.
30-year 28, at Camp Desert Rock, near
the
in
other
attraction
-hour winds near her
protect the secrecy of its files.
J. R. Haselden, Shelbyville,
As Audrey raged toward shore, mile-per
history of Madison Square Gar- the Atomic Energy Commission's
The Justice Department urged
the supervisor of the prison incenter.
fishing
two-masted
a
hurled
it
den.
Nevada Test Site.
laws to safeguard FBI files,
dustries section of the DepartAudrey was expected to strike
vessel,, the Keturah, into an
The evangelist said that the
countryand to establish new police proment of Welfare,' was discharged
Louisiana and Texas before noon
ProKeCorps
The
Galveston.
PI.11CUJU SHIMIZU Is shown posting an appeal to his fellow
,Marine
4th
oil rig near
The
Ringling Bros. Barnum and BailSpecialist
today.
cedures to prevent breakdown
as of last Friday. Haselden, a
men at Camp Whittington, Japan, in behalf of U.S. Army
turah went down with all nine c.s.t.
ey Circus had run 40 days in visional AtSmic Exercise Brigade
a
had been
of prosecutions against hardened
Lancaster,
of
native
The missing men aboard the
3/cWilliam S. Girard, accused of manslaughter in the death of
in
exercise
crewmen on board. Another man
conduct the
had
will
crusade
his
but
Garden,
the
SueMary
Candy
were not the first viccriminals
with the state government since
Japanese woman. Looking on Li Girard's fiancee,
was drowned Wednesday night Keturah
already lasted 43 days, and still connection with a series of comMistake." In
Senate Debates On Court
of
1948.
tims
yams. The poster reads: "Let's Forgive Girard for His
off the Texas coast.
parative* low -yield tests being
has. until July 20 to go.
for July 8 on
The Senate exploded in debate
Lamar Liesef, 23, of Chatfield,
the meantime, the U.S. Supreme Court set arguments
.Deputy . Sheriff L. D. Farrow
More than 739,000 persons have held by the AEC and the Defor trial.
State Commissioner of Econwas Rucked under and
on the court Wednesday. Views
Texas.,
whether Girard will be turned over to the Japanese
flocked to hear Graham's fiery partment of Defense
omic Security Vega E. arnes at Port Arthur estimated that drowned by an undertow Wedranged from that of Sen. Strom
50,000 persons either fled the
arena.
sports
one-month
a
huge
the
in
sermons
ordered
'Wednesday
Thurmond (D-S C.) who chargnesday as he fished near StewThe mobile brigade will move
.Except for a week - long slump
suspension for Ford Melton, the city or took refuge in schools, ards' Beach near Galveston.
ed the tribunal had “gone power
into a rapid assault against an
buildsteel-framed
and
churches
ofthe
heatwave,
a
to
employment
attributed
the
of
manager
Civil defense workers warned
wild," to Sen. Alexander Wiley
imaginary enemy occupation force
ings.
Garden has been filled to near
fice at Henderson.
vacationers on Pleasure Island,
(R-Wis.) who pleaded against
after the enemy has been hit
Woad Passing Triangle
capacity and beyond most nights. with an atomic explosion.
Tex to evacuate as wind gine
"abuse of the highest tribunal
The suspension, which became
The worst part of the Morns
Wed.
John Goldner, a Garden ofof our land."
simply appeered to be passing east of y-sehed 44 miles an hour
might
Monday,
effective
Miss Linda Gass of Murray
Senator John Sherman Cooper
fbeat, told ,the United Press, ',Part of the brigade, using in a disciplinary measure, or
fr'cc.v ,;ight
Rep, Donald L. Jackson (Rthe
an
will
in
Paris.
have
entry
manufacturing
asilangil
rich
tre
today _wired the daily Ledgpr
Tedtbeimr, that the New York the Marine Corps' latest 'con- possibly it will be made permaMiss evaeuatiob of Bolivar
.Calif.). in a speech prepared
Tehnesee Elk's Club Horse Shotir'
of Besument-Port Arthur-Orange
ception of "vertical envelopment,"
Prninsula, which separates Galnext on the southeast Texas coast.
the
during
'"ufor House delivery. today, de- and Times that the dark leaf today. Her entry is Red Flame crusade record may be a little
sometime
nent
the will drop on the enemy position
veston Bay fri.m the Gulf connounced the high court's current tobacco bill passed -.the senate and will be ridden by her father, shor' of the circus's, for
30 liays, a source here said.
Maximum winds reported in
circus usually presents two per- by helicopter. The airborne
tinued.
Cooper Bob Gass.
course as "lending aid, comfort unanimously yesterday
an
miles
72
Port Arthur were
ormances a day, or 90 in all.
Leathernecks will then join-up , The other state official to get
and assistance" to the Communist said that HR 7259 "has been
The show is expected to draw
hour. At Galveston, the wind
Goldner explained that the with Marines who will be mov- the ax was Jim Rayburn, the
passed unanimously by the House, 'many entries from a wide radius.
"enemy."
reached a velocity of 78 miles
when the
manager of the State Department
Asserting that June' 17, when it was unanimously reported by Several local people have entries Garden seats 15,000
the objective in amhour Waves were crashing
on
in
an
ing
circus is there, 18,50 for the New
of Highways garage at Corydon
two of the most disputed court the senate agriculture committee in the show.
over the seawall there and white
circus per- phibious tractors and the Corps' in Henderson County.
Some
Crusade.
York
and
it
the
has
of
the
support
rulings were issued, might be
caps were smacking against
formances have drawn as few newest armored vehicle, t h e
celebrated by 'Communists hence- dark tobacco industry as a
Both Melton and Rayburn are hotels.
he said, but "Ontos."
as
customers,
3,000
whole."
DISTRIBUTION'
FOOD
forth as a "red letter day," JackGalveston is a resort city,
• located in the senatorial disthe majority have sold out.
Cooper said it would help
ort
son said Congress should protect
The brigade is using the tests trict where state Senate majority southwest of the Beaumont-P
he would have to
said
He
the
of
solve
the
problems
dark
its committees by special legislasector, where the worst
of his to train Marines in physical leader William L. Sullivan was Arthur
check
exhaustive
an
make
for
Applications
surplus
food
tobacco
growers
of
Kentucky.
tion or abolish them
reelec- hurricane on record killed 5.000fecords to determine whether the protection measures and to In- defeated in his bid for
Jackson, a member of the He added that all had agreed commodities will be made on
state Rep. J. Murray 8,000 pergons in September. 1900.
by
tion
or
Graham,
outdrawn
had
eircu,s
1
on
July
and
that
would
again
it
Monday
improve marketing
committee on un-American actistruct them in the effects of Blue, a Clay Democrat, in one
The Weather Bureau at Port
vities, found himself sharply at and price conditions for dark July 8 at the courthouse. Food vice versa.
in, on clothing and of the biggest upsets of. the May Arthur said the wind would
,
explo
atomic
Ted Williams of Boston, is
a
about
just
probably
"It's
variance with committee Chair- tobacco and he urged its ap- will be distributed on Friday.
begin subsiding soon.
28th primary elections
the Calloway County top choice
equipment
toos-up." Goldner said.
July 12.
emerman Francis E. Walter (D-Pa.). proval.
first
the
In Louisiana.
for the all star baseball game
.Walter said Wednesday no pew
gency turned up at Cameron. next month, recent Ledger and
Charles
legislation is required to meet
30 miles south of Lake
Times balloting indicate
the Supreme Court's edict in
and about the same distance
Thumping Theodore:` leading
the Watkins case, one of those
east of Sabine. It is in the the national vote getting with
delivered June 17. That decision
southwestern corner of Louisiana. 62,000 was chosen by twenty
*Aid witneses can refuse to answer
The town reported it was isolat- county fans who mailed in balcommittee questions unless the
ed.
lots.'His closest competitors were
purpose of the inquiry is given
There was little hope that Yogi Berra, New York Yankee
through
1
Nunty,
vacthe
of
ulation
were
dogs
432
Club
The annual report of the Cal- through the cooperation of pri- blood mobile unit with 396 par- men's
and the relevancy of the quesany of the crewmen of the catcher and Red Schoendienst,
Itiway County Department of vate physicians and the depart- ticipating. 418 samples of blood cinated with 26 clinics held in 18, was immunized for Polio.
tions shown.
two-masted fishing. vessel Ketur- Milwaukee second baseman. The
referred
children
were
crippled
animals
18
Four
county.
Walter said recent San Francis- Health has just been complete?! ment. 3010 polio immuniZations were sent to the State Health the
ah, including Capt. Sam Kinsley Boston fence buster will appear
to Crippled Children's clinics.
co hearings of an un-American covering 1956,and reviews the were administered through this Department laboratory for diag- quarantined for observation.
of Pensacola, Fla., could have in his 13th 'all star game,
statistics
/vital
In the field of
nostic purposes.
activities subcommittee showed ac4,,ivitr of the department over same . cooperation.
stayed afloat in the thrashing
the
from
report
The
complete
The National and American
was
The Health Department also the following information
the court's ruling could be fol- the past year.
The department carried on
s
Department pointed out seas.
Health
League lineups favored by CounListed
The report indicated that in work with expectant mothers worked in cooperation with REA ta)aen:
Death
lowek without difficulty.
Another
that the department was workty voters are: National — Stan
Sen.slecpb K. Javits (R-N. Y.). the commenicable disease con- to advise and inform them of to make a survey of 459 homes
The Coast Guard cutter Ca- Musial, lb; Schoendienst, 2b; Al
ing constantly to 'better the
493 births were registered.
to
and
supply
water
towing
were
the
25
prepared
for
diseases
been
checking
efforts.
trol
speech
had
„in a
proper stgps to be taken. The
health in he county through hoone, which
214 deaths were registered.
Dark. ss; Ed Matthews, 3b; Frank
`)New York State Veterans of handled. Forty-one contacts of importance 'es. securing a birth encourage the installation of prooff
preventive measures. 28 lectures the doomed Keturah, called
Heart disease was found ,t
Robinson, If; Willie Mays. cf;
c.s.t.,
at
and
The
RochHotels
a.m.
convention
investigated.
tour-,
Wars
suspects were
per equipment*
Foreign
certificate was also stressed.
be the leadini cause of death and talkes were made with abOut the search at 12:23
Hank Aaron, rf; and Ed Bailey,
southerly
is
it
inspected
99
said
visits in
"entirely department made
ester also
In the pre-school vgind school ists courts were also
630 persons in attendance. Over and took off in a
in the county.
C.
practical" to guard against in- their investigatTens to follow up examinations 307 children Ae- with all school cafeterians also '39 per cent of the eligible pop- 9,7,00 attended 296 films which course in an effort to survive
The American nine is — Vic
ternal subversion while comply- reports.
Hurricane Audrey, first storm Wertz. lb; Nellie Fox, 2b; Harvey
ceived -examinations. 1050 child- checked. In connection with ttfis
were shown.
3280 immunizations were given ren received school examieltflons. work a food service school was
ing with high court rulings in
of the season.
Kuenn, es; Lou Bertola, 3b; WilApproximately 300 pamphlets
Audrey already had claimed hams. If; Mickey Mantle, cf; Al
the Watkins and other cases.
This included vision tests, hear- conducted with 43 people enrolled
Defends Judicial Branch
were distributed each months to one life before leashing its fury Kaline, rf and Berra. c. The
ing tests, eye tests, health classes, and 41 receiving certificates.
students, teachers,' and clubs.
Emphasis was placed on saniHe slid the House and Senate
lectures, and visits to schools.
pitchers are . selected by the
Continuous publie it y with
can simply adopt adequate rules
Iforne visits and films were also tation practices in food service.
managers.
newspapers, radio, printed maThe department is engaged in
of procedure to meet Supeekge
used in this work.
Others who received sevoiral
terial and films was alsteceeried
*Court objections. Javite said' it
The dental program sponsored an ixtensive program also in
votes include. NL — Hal Smith,
on.
would be "unwise. arid unhealthy"
by the Business and Professional the .field of milk sanitation.
Johnny Temple, Don Hoak, Gus
.411
Wednesday's complete record fol.to "curse the Court" because
Womens Club and Lions Club Dairies are checked as to cleanBell, Duke Snider, Riches AshThe present personnel of the
daiFifty
sanitation.
it is a co-ektial branch of govand
lows:
liness
in cooperation with the Dental
burn and Wally Moon. AL —
Calloway County Health Departcounty.
ernmetn *Rh its own share of
the
in
registered
are
Society and the Health Depart- ries
. 24
Emergency Beds
Billy Martin. Bill Skowron, Louis
ment includes Dr. V. . Scherer,
thp .-duty of safeguarding in- IIIMM1111•111111111511MMEMNIIIII=11111 ment was also successful. 1963 562 raw milk samples were
3
Patients Admitted
Aparicio, George Kell, Gil Mchealth °Meet; R. L. Cooper,
dividual liberty an9 national se0
children were screened with 87 collected and checked and 407
Patients Dismissed
Dougal, Enos Slaughter, Jimmy
Dorval
assistant;
administrative
By UNITED PRESS
made.
eurity.
0
children receiving advisory ser- dairy inspections were
New Citizens
Piersall, Mickey Vernon, and Roy
Hendon, R. N. and Alice Travis,
Southwest Kentucky — Mostly
The new rulings were already
vice. About 100 corrections were Slaughter houses; and poultry
Moore Patients admitted from Monday Sievers.
Virginia
nurses;
N.,
R.
scatterect,
with
warm
and
cloudy
law
in
wide
repercussions
having
houses were alsce'checked.
made.
and Rosezella Outland, clerk- 10:30 A.M. to Wednesday 900
afternoon or evening thundercourts.
In cooperation with the SportsNutrition is also a continous
typists; and J. C. McCaleb, jan- A.M.
Tonight
86.
High
today.
showers
Playwright Arthur Miller sent
Mrs. Lewis Hudspeth and baby
carried on by the deprogram
itor.
little
a
and
cloudy
his attorney before a federal and Friclay,',
boy, Rt. 4. Murray; Mrs James
partment.
heeey
possibly
rain,
with
cooler
judge here today to seek a
Nesbitt, Rt. 3, Hazel: Mrs. Jennie
• The department was responsi—
reversal of his cortempt of Con- locally. Low tonight 70.
Ferguson, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
chest x-rays through
5,516
for
ble
a.m.
temperatures:
Some 5:30
gress conviction. He acted because
Charles Housden and baby boy.
use of the mobile unit with volof the Supeeme Court ruling Louisville 65, Lexingtotes65,`BowThe American Legion and
various
Rt. 1, Murray; Mr. Henry Erwin,
from
workers
last'
unteer
Murray
Princeton
defeated
Cov, in the Watkins case, similar to ling Green 65, Paducah .1-1;
Murray; Mrs. Auxiliary will have its annual
HomePoplar,
1301
West
and
PTA's
Legion
clubs,
civic
in
American
an
night
ington 66, I,odon 62, Hopkinshis own.
Sheriff Brigham Futrell, arrest- Zelma Rumfelt, Meadow Lane, picnic for the members and
makers assisting.
game by a score of 6-4. PrinceFrank W. Brewster, convicted vine 70, and Evansville, Ind.,
a school teacher, Juanita B. Murray; Mrs. Joe Broach and their families at the City Park
cases of Tuberculo- ton collected 6 hits while Murray
ed
new,.
Eight
Wednesday of contetript of Con- 69.
Gen. Thomas 8. Power
admitted with 9 re- was getting 5. Kelley had two
Taylor, Greenwood, Arkansas, this baby boy. Rt. 3, Puryear, Tenn.; on Monday. July 1. at 6:30 pm.
were
sis
gress, announced he writild apAn installation of the officers
admitted to advisory :service. 52 hits for Princeton_ Buchanan
NEW CHIEF of the Strategic Air morning for passing a school Mrs. Ernie Thompson, 504 Olive,
College Weather Observation
peal on the basis of the same
rendered to active got two hits for Murray. The
Gen. Thomas S. bus while loading children- at Murray; Mrs. GobeJ Wilson and for the Legion will be held.
were
services
command,
Time: 8:15 a m
high court ruling.
The men will furnish the meat,
baby boy, Rt. 3. Murray; Mrs.
Power, 52, moves In from poet 14th and Main st.
cases and 11 to inactive, cases. winning pitcher was Hammonds
Highest Temperature: 85
of the Air Research
rendered ,to and the loser was Pugh.
bus wag loaded with ap- Carnie Hendon,. 1007 Olive, Mur- drinks and bread and the ladles
chief
The
were
as
services
Fifty
REUNION
Lowest Temperature: 79
and Development command. proximately 45 children at the ray; Mrs Hobert Brandon, - 218 will .furnish the salads, desserts,
This was the first loss for
contacts and suspects.
Temperature at 8:15: 77
The Boatwright annual reunion
He steps into the shoe's of Ciirt. time of the passing. She is to Erwin, Murray; Mi. L. R. Cooper, and extras. Each family is asked
Six new cases of sphillis were Murray. They had previously deRelative Humidity: 6911,
will be held at the Irvin Cobb
Curtis LeMay, who bossed the appear before Judge Rayburn, Rt. 1, Hazel;' Mrs. Robert Miller, to bring their silver.
discovered with 14 contacts and feated Princeton 10-5. Paris by
Barometric Pressure: 29.4
Resort on the First Sunday in
All members and their families
bombing of Japan in World Monday morning to answer Rt. 1, Benton; Miss Pamela Jean
4
made.
a score 26-2. and Mayfield by
visits
53
South-southeast
Direction:
relatives
and
friends
All
Wind
July.
(Infersicalowa) charges on passing the bus.
are urged ni attend.
War IL
Wood, Rt. 1, Farmington.
department sponsored a a score of 10-5.
The
mph
4
to
Velocity:
attend.
Wind
invited
are
•
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Back To Sweden

NATIONAL RACE
TIGHTENS UP

MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL SCORE BOARD

10 Years Ago This Week
Ledger 4St Times File

Funeral services will be held tomorrow afternoon at
three o'clock for Jackie Linn Falwell, 9 year old son of
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Falwell, Murray, who died at three'llb
)'clock
this morning at .a Murray hospital.
American League
National League
Interest in the First Baptist Church revival continues, fit
W L Pct, GB
W L Pct.
GB Rev. B. B. Sawyer, pastor, said today. There were 11
40 23 635
Chicago
St. Louis
36 27 .571
professions of faith at the morning service on Thursday
40 24 825
New York
ts -Cincinnati
38 29 .567
and the largest congregation that yet attended was at
35 29 547
Cleveland
514 Philadelphia
36 28 .563
the Thursday evening meeting, he said.
35 31 .530
Detroit
614 Milwaukee
37 29 .561
14
Faculty members of Murray State Teachers College
33
33
312
500
Boston
Brooklyn
35 30 .538
2
31 34 477 10
Baltimore
New Ybrk
31 35 .470 61,4 Saturday gave a dinner at the Woman's Clubhouse in
25 40 385 16
Kansas City
Pittsburgh
24 42 .364 1314 honor of Prof. E. H. mith;_titember of the staff of the
22 47 .310 21
Washington
Chicago .
school since its founding'i51923, who has anounced his
21 38 .356 13
retirement, effective tomorrow. Smith is director of exYesterday's
Results
homer by Bubba Phillips and
Yesterday's Results tension work.
EacegTorgeson's run - producing
Pittsburgh 15 Chicago 5, 1st
President Truman today signed the rent control ex- IP
ninth-inning single helped them New York 3 Cleveland. 1
Pittsburgh 5 Chicago 5. 2nd,called tension bill permitting "voluntary" rent increases up to
fend off a late Boston rally Chicago 7 Boston 5
end of 11 inn., darkness
marked by homers by Billy Baltimore 1 Kansas City 0, night
15 per cent.
New York 17 Cai .nnati 7. night
Klaus and Ted Lepciu. Jim Wil- Detroit 4 Washington 1, night
Appointments of Hollis Franklin of Marion as a memB
13
9,
MiltvaAee
ok1)n
night
son got his eighth win.
of the Murray State College Board of Regents to fill
ber
Philadelphia 11 t. Louis 3, night
Relief star Bob Grim throttled
Today's Gaines
caused by the death of Charles Ferguson of
vacancy
a
a ninth-Ming rally to preserve
Today's Games
was announced by Governor Willis' office
Smithland
Johnny Kucks' fifth victory for Cleveland at New York
Saturday.
Pittsburgh at Chicago
the Yankees. All three of .the Detroit at Washington

First Four Clubs Are Only
10 Percentage Points Apart
By FRED DOWN
United Press Sports Writer
The team that eventually comes
out on top in the chautic•National
League struggle probably will
go into the World Series with
the lowest pennant-winning victory total in major league history.
A mere 10 percentage points
separated the first four clubs
toaay, with the St. Louis Cardinals maintaining a four-point
lead over the second-place Cincusacti Rediegs after outh were
beaten Wednesday nigh*.

AV'

THURSDAY — JUNE 27, 197,7 11'

MUR.KAY, KENTUCKY

Brooklyn at Milwaukee
Yanks' runs resulted from sac- Chicago at BOSIOL,
games
Philadelphia at St. Louts, night
rifice flies — two by Hank
(On.y games 'scheduled).
New York at Cincinnati. night
Bauer and one by pinch-hitter
Tomorrow's Games
Enos Slaughter — as Bob Lemon
•
absorbed ghis fifth defeat.
Brooklyn at _Chicago
Delve at Boston, night
Connie Johnson hurled a threeCity at New York, night Philadelphia at Cincinnati, night
Kansas
to
hitter
stretch
the
rprioles'
The race tightened up to an
Pittsburgh at Milwaukee, night
Cleveland at Baltimore. nigh,
almost increcliele degree Wed- scoreless string to 32 oensecutive Chicago at Washing' n. night
New York at St. Louis, night
and
sixth
won his
denesday night when the Phila- innings
delphia 1-111111es walloped the cision when Jim Busby cracked
taremals, 11-3, the New York his fifth homer in ,be filth
47,711ra?
Giants clobbered the itedlegs, inning. Arnold PortocarietS hurl17-7, anst,te Milwaukee Braves ed a three-hitter for the Athletics
drubbed the Brooklyn Dodgers. but was charged with MS third
13-9. The Pittsburgh Pi ree t e s setback.
routed the Chicago Cub, 15-5; Jim Bunning won his eighth
before the teams played an 11- game and completed the cycle
inning, 5-5 tie halted by. dark- of scoring at least one victory
over each of Detroit's rivals
ness.
a six-hitter that dealt the
The Chicago White Sox re-1 with
fifth straight detamed their half-game margin Senators their
fea ...Chuck Stobbs. who snapped
in the "runaway' A mer lean
leafing streak
League race when they out- a two-year 16-game
in his previous start, absorbed
te.siect the Boston tted JOX,
the year. ana the secona-place New York his 12th defeld,of
ankees beat the cies eland inalans. J-1. me oaltunore orioies
A Polyethylene utility conaefeated the Kansas City Athletics, 1-0, tor their 'tura straigra tainer is said to solve storage-aind
snutout and the Detroit 'tigers disposal problems in the nursery.
,111.1..—.—.211.......•••••
aowned the Washington Senators, kitchen, bedroom and bathroom.
The container is cleaned easily, is'
4-1.
long wearing and will net scratch
Simmons Seats MfOanrel
'fhe Phillies umeased a 16-hit other surfaces, says the manuattack that inclunect four nits facturer, Plastray Corp., Detroit,
e
oy Chico Fernandez• and a homer Mich.
oy Harry Anaerson to hand- the
earainals their third straight
sueleat in four games. Curt Simmons pitched a Steady ninehitter to win his seventh game
while Lindy McDaniel suffered
LB BOX
tus fourth loss.
The sixth-place Giants buried
the Realegs with a 20-hit bornPARKAY
oarchnent that saw Bobby Thom8-02.
son drive in five runs with a
- PKG
homer, double and two singleg
and Willie Mays knock in tour
KRAFI NATURAL
16 02
with two doubles and a triple.
80Z
- JAR
J.,Marry Klippstein suffered his
PKG
seventh defeat. KRAFT NATURAL SLICED
The Braves overcame a 9-4
8 02
LB
deficit with three runs in the
fifth inning and six in the eighth
to snap a two-game losing streak.
Hank Aaron. Eddie Mathews and
Wes Covington tied a major
e record by hitting successive homers in the fifth inning
of a game marked by eight
round-trippers Mathews topped
the Braves' best attack of the
BX
BOX
year. dirving in five runs with
a pair of homers and a single
46-07_ 9fa
as Gene Conley picked up his
LUC
CAN
first win for Milwaukee and
r`
C)
CA
6
Clem Labine suffered his fourth
straight loss for Brooklyn.
CHILDREN'S SIZES 2 TO 8
Dee Fondy and Roman Mejias
SANFORIZED—ASSORTED
had four hits each and Frank
PAIR
COLORS
Thomas drove in 'four runs in
MEET SAIIMINA (real name NorPittsburgh's 19-hit opening-game
the "dumb blonde'
S•..kes1„
ma
attack that gave Vern Law his
14-0Z
of Braph TV, who gate-crash.
fourth win. The Cubs tied the
CAN
10C
ed the royal enclosure at famed
Bobby
walk.
a
nightcap when
Ascot racetrack In England
c
109
Bolger's
BOTH
Morgan's triple and Jim
OF SMOKY BARBECUE SAUCE WITH PURCHASE
wearing this plunging neckline
single produced two runs in
ONLY o"
OF DUNCAN HINES MILD BARBECUE SAUCE
frock. She told reporters she
the ninth.
was ,,Just looking for the powChIsex Get Third Straight
der room." Queen Elizabeth
The White Sox screed 'their
and members of the royal
CRACKLIN' CRISP
third straight victory and seventr.
party feigned and/or deigitid
LARGE
(International)
in a row (IV er the Red Sex
notice.
to
not

Read The Ledger & Times

Tomorrow's Games
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.For The Best In Sports

STUPENDOUS--C3LOSSAL—BIG!

si

KROGER-KRAFT

1 CLUTCHING HER TEROY BEAR, Christinennerstrom. 16,
• is all smiles inside a Scandina% ian plan with her mother, Mrs.
Stig Wennerstrorn (nate) before taking of; frern -Ildlewild Airport for Swipe The daughter of a Swedish Air Attache,
Christina is being ititited 'back to Sweden. bringing to an end—
temporarily at least—her romance with Huw Williams. 18, exSenate page boy. The romantic youngsters eloped and spent
honeymooning- in Canada.
more than two wee
I International Seundphoto)

•

KARMA!. SALE
VELVEETA 2 79c

KRAFT'S SMOOTH AND CREAMY

Visits' Queen
-

25c

KROGER SALTINES —

in which BED will

You

sleep tonite ?

t- •

OCE RT BUTTER
KII
LEMONADE

or in the Hospital . .

_Billqatf•
SIIEM

•ahcek"' 49c

.8 49c ill"
1:B2
HIC CRACKERS
79c ORANGE DRINK
6

•

PLAY SHORTS

GIVE YOU PROTECTION Petw4.! PEACE OF MIND
-Snug 0, bed oed no .0,fy obo,e o bg une•pecteid hoscurail:,11!Thai detcrtes over 600,00. Kentuckians pro.ecied_ today by
Blue Cross. .
When yOQ re wen. $lue Cross rue $h'•eld hell, your peace of and.
Yoe 6^0.' "a'-d You red.
'
, hol000l or sur9ical care, yOU hove
prottcfron.
When you're sod,. Slue Cross MA: Sh.eld hells I;Ti financial worry
iir .elli
,
oed tel yOJ coeceio,e.e 00 gerr
Eroi.- your

kl,L THISWEEK
OVERCOATS AND WINTER SUITS

Hit I. f RO%%-illkt ql/1./././

YOU MAY APPLY
• e 5 O•

• •••••••• 41,41 4...wed by 0.2
••ip
•-• do•,Iles

• 'owe iire Saw be •11.1,••
.e..••••••, s; 5lob “t,
•
.....en ;PVC.'It
•• I.'..e. sod 504'••

• <1.•••

.•
.
goe

CLEANED AND PRESSED AND

.•

tt. • Grey'
S. e••••• bilePC

me,ess•.'y
he

•••••

Sr• $••••1d •••

II'••
•••••
s

.•ef

PC-

SEALED

29c ORANGES
GRAPES
PEACHES 2LBs 35c TOMATOES
LB

DOZ.

FANCY —H01 HOUSE

LB

53c
39c

SHANK

Smoked HamS 3
PORTION

FARM FRESH TENDER YOUNG CHICKENS—

It takes both
.m..,
••••=b••••••••

OWE, ONO.-.Mm. onimo MN* 1/.

ItLLE 1RO4A W)SPITAI. Pt 11‘.
ma • S.••••

ILIE MSS

r

FREE
Plastic Moth Praof Bag

NIURL-9

ore. ....ow..
is•o
1....d I dr. 42 in• sre,./
1140 U... I
•
•1•41 mark.

.N•ofif

Elf MID
rA111,01 SUREAU MENISERS. 5E1 YOUR 'AIM

EAU AC,Erlibtk

BOONE
Laundry & Cleaners
Phone 234

WHOLE FRYERS Lb. 39c
FRESH-SHORE

FISH STICKS

GOVT INSPECTED
TO INSURE QUALITY

PKG.

19c

HIGHWAY PATROL
KFVS-TY 9 P.M. THURS.
w,o4
BRODERICK CRAWFORD
DC S

SUGAR-CURED — SMOKED IN FRAGRANT HICKORY SMOKE

LB.

In A

MAIL THIS HANDY COUPON

49

24 SIZE
HEAD

MEDIUM SIZE—CALIFORNIA

THOMPSON'S—SEEDLESS
LUSCIOUS—FREESTONE

SPECIAL FEATURES OF

33c

LIBBY'S DEEP BROWN BEANS
FREE! --

HEAD LETTUCE

Yes, YOU need BP I CROSSJILUE NIIELD!

39c
55c
49c

LB 30c ,,RkFPA'ilIPIHIIEESE
MARGARINE
39c CHEEZ WHIZ
CRACKER BARREL
SWISS CHEESEPKG 45c LONGHORN CHEESE

CHIPS
POTATO
ER

of Home . . .

•

'2C)D

THOROBRED
2 rANs 27c
• 41,A

Sealtest Gal.

39c

PABST—SPARKLING

BEVERAGES
6 RN° 59c
35c
FIELD'S CELLO

FOR LUNCHES AND PICNICS

LARGE BOLOGNA

BY THE PIECE

LB.

QUICK TO FIX

39c Wieners LB 55c
POTATO CHIPS

JIFFY STEAKS
1 1111.1MIEMSFABOISHIIIIIP.
.
.
41 1111111.1111
.

•W•

ara•L'

TENDER and JUICY!
REAL EATING!

10 OZ.
PKG.

4" • CHESTY

Twin
Pack

430

so

f

-
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PAG

during a bad cloud one day last
week,
Mr. Clarence Erwin is sick
and under the care of Dr. Miller
at Benton.

fit for

Try all of your keys, never
depair. God never leaves no
treasure house locked against us.

Mr. and Mrs. Curbit Fariess of
Lazy Daisy
Chicago have ben visiting their
parents, ` Mr. and Mrs. Miles
Beach and Mr. and Mrs. A. V.
.
Farless.
Lightning struck a nice—stock.
'
barn belonging to Herbert Miller,
who lives near Kirksey,, and
ITHACA, N. Y. —0— During
burned it to the gorund. Mr. the past eight years at least
Miller also lost 500 lbs of red 100 rural communities in New
top seed in the fire.
York state have lacked a resiWe were sorry to hear of the 'dent physician, and a stirvey is
death of T. T. Dixon, who pass- being undertaken to see what
ed away Thursday afternoon with cart be done about it. .
a heart attack. Mr. Dixon lived
near Tiptonville, Tenn. Burial.. Questionnaries are 'being sent
was at Rldgley, Tenn. He was to many of these doctor-less
44 years of age, and the son of communities by the State College
VI Harvey Dixon ad our neighbor of Agriculture at Cornell Uniboy. Our sympathy goes out to versity under the s,ponsorshep of
the State Medical Society. The
the family.
Mrs. • Effie Phillips and Mrs. aim of the survey is to find out
Cora Camel! visited Mrs. Thenie why some rural communVes
Edwards and Mrs. Telie Sledd have been more successful than
others in obtaining doctors. 'A
one day last week;
Mrs. Noble Cox is in the 'report of the findings will be
hospital at Paris for a minor published and is expected to
serve as a guide to rural comoperation.
The wind blew down a stock munities seeking resident physibarn belonging to Jim Masher ,ciarts.
•

N. Y. Takes Survey
Doctorless Towns

8 Up

es

KIRKSEY
, Route 2
NEWS
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41,

PURE PORK

SAUSA-GE

BIG BROTHER
SALAD DRESSING qt. 39c
MARGARINE
FROZEN

lb. 19c

- 6-oz.

ORANGE JUICE 2 for 29c'

lb.

WE GRIND — WE

OUR OWN MAKE
SMOKED SHORT SHANK

SEASON

25

PURE

PICNIC HAM
— NO CHARGE FOR SLICING —
• 4-8 Lb.

lb. ,33c

e0

GROVND
BEEF
39Fb

MORRELL'S ALL MEAT SKINLESS

Cupid, at Wcirle

Weiners lb. 47c

Home Grown
Ky. Wonder

WITH COUPQN INSIDE

POLE
BEANS

SUGAR CURED SMOKED

JOWL BACON(we slice)lb. 29c

10Fb
FANCY HOME GROWN

/C
Sc

PIMENTO CHEESE - HAM SALAD - _POTATO SALAD
CHICKEN SALAD - ALL KINDS OF FCOLD CUTS
FRESH GREER*

TOMATOES
CUCUMBERS
lb. 25c
2 lb. 25c
Nescafe Instant Coffee 6 oz. 1.19
19c
35c
JELLO (ALL FLAVORS) 3 for 25c
4

JOSEPH WELCH. the attorney of Army-McCarthy hearing fame,
and Mrs. Agnes Rodgers Brown announce they will wed within
the next few'months. They are shown at her Cape Cod summer
home. Five children, 12 grandchildren will attend. (international)

39c
55c
19c

BAKER'S"
COCOANUT
19c

• SHEDD'S
SALAD DRESSING
16-oz. . . . 29c
110

No. 1 - Great Northern

33c
29c

BEANS
98c
10-lb. bag

I

.
I
•
•

oz.

Delmonte Catsup

14SUNHI

ATNE— Ho

•

1 lb.

Crackers

f

AMERICAN ACE

89c

COFFEE

1-lb.

Regular or Drip

Oc

TWO SWEETHEARTS paralyzed from the waist down, Janet Sawyer,
21, San Francisco, and Dr. Thomas L. Heavearn, Jr., 24, Cincinnati. eatnaunce their engagement in San Francisco. Dr. Heavearn
(international Soundphoto)
g's to internship in Covington, Ky.

CHEER

CRJSCCO

Giant Economy

an

93c

Quilt Laundering
SPECIAL
All This Week

29
4 for 99c

c Each

WASHED HOSPITAL CLEAN and
FLUFF DRIED

BOONE LAUNDRY

65c

TiSc°SlaS I TOWELS
12 rolls 43c
29c
MACARGIE:SFAGHETTI
19c
.
FROZE1NrikAiieffiERRIES
2 for 49c
z

ARMOURS - 16-oz.
BERNARDIN

JARCAPS .30c

CANNED .MEATS
SPAGHETTI WITH MEAT

29c

FLUFF()
IVORY SOAP SPIC & SPAN
3-Lb can
110c
2for 29c
alaic
-

•

IVORY SOAP
personal . . 4 for 23c
medium . 2 for 19c

JOY
Instant Liquid

39c s

BREADING

BrOihe
,or
/

• LOTS OF PARKING SPACE

South Side Square
Phone 234

D UZ
CAMAY
3for 29ct 35c

Blue Dot - Lge.

Reg. Size

Rival Dog Food
2 for 25c
OXYDOL

TIDE
Giant Economy Size

Large

74c

2for 58c

Food
Market

• 11 riendly Courteous Service

•
-

r.

1,

•

25c

Northern Tissue
3 rolls 25c

RILE

,4
1B I C

U

VINEGAR
1-gal. . . . . 39c

GOLDEN DIPT - 10-oz.

4 rolls 35c

TISSUE

PICKLING

4.k

box

BLUE RIBBON

Pc
oc
9c

CLOVERLEAF
DRY MILK
61/2-oz. . . 15c

_

• Phone 1061

•

• le,

1.• 1.-to
oo.
_

•

.5

-Jet1
-144n............•••••••••••••••••........... -

•

.

S.

•
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WOMEN'S PAGE

Weddings
Club News

1
11
4.)

.1
f

t
t
I
I

1

1

Activitie.

:Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 694-M-4 or 7634
•••
Legion Auxiliary
Meets In lime Of
Mrs. Earl Nanny

PERSONALS

Dr. and Mrs.James C. Russ and
Mrs. Earl Nanny opened her eotz Carey, were guests last week
lovely home-for -- the -regular of Mrs. Ross' grandmother, Mrs.
meeting of the American Legion Billy McKeel. Dr. Russ graduated
Auxiliary heicloon Munuay, aune the first of June from the School
:A, 'at seven-thlity o'clock in of Demstry at the University of
.
,, the evening.
Louisville. They acre on their
The chairman, Mrs. Robert way to Florida a here Dr. Ross
Young, presiaea at .the meeimg. will be stationed for the next
Mrs. Nanny, treasurer, reported three years with the 'U. S.
._
$175 v.-as received Leon Uie saie Army.
• • ••
of poppies oy the auxiliary members on Memorial Day. ine pupRob Smith, Detroit, drove to
pies are =Me Oy tne veterans Murray Saturday to get his wile
in the Veterats Hospitals ants ants ciaugnter, Cynthia Ann wisp
are sold fur their beneut.
have been spending the month
Mrs. Macon trwin, cnairman ul of June with her parents, Mr.
the nominating committee, read and Mrs, Gaylon Outland, and
the slate of new officers to other Telauvex in Murray.
••••
serve during the year 157-58
who will be installed in August. -Mason MOKeel, Detrbit. spent
Saturday and Sunday 'in Murr4,
The officers are Mrs. Claude
visiting his mother, Mrs. Billy
Anderson, president; Mrs. Robert
McKeel, and his wile who is
Young, vice-president; Mrs.. Macompleting her graduate work
con Erwin, secretary; Mrs. Earl
this summer at Murray State
Nanny, treasurer: Mrs. George
College.
Williams, historian; Mrs. 'Harold
• ••
Speight, chaplain. Mrs. Peter
• Mrs. Billy McKeel has as her
Sergeant-at-arms.
Kuhn.
guests this week Mr. and Mrs.
It was announced that ihe
McKeel and -ctuldren,
Gaston
Auxthe
and
American Legton
Nancy and Billy, Asheboro, N.
iliary will have their annual picC.
nic for all veterans and their
• •••
families at the City Park on
Mar.
and
James Barnes and
Mr.
Monday. July 1, at Six-thirty
son, Steve of Deteois Mich., are
o'elock in the evening
in Murray and Cauoway
The hestes.ses, Mrs. Nanny and visiting
ants
reiativee
witn
"Mrs. Young. served delicious County
iner.as.
refreshments to the mbmbers
• •.•
present.

sc"ce6"4"

Wednesday, June 26
The Woodmen Circle Juniors
will have & picnic at three-thirty
o'clock.
Members will meet at threefifteen o'clock in front of the
Methodist church to go to the
picnic grounds. The group will
be accompanied by Mrs. !Mord
Melugin, Mrs. Goldia Curd, and
Miss Shirley Kilgore.
•• • •
Thursday, Jane 27
The Magazine Club will meet
at the borne, of Mrs. Clyde
4apo-ns at two-thirty o'clock.
•• ••
*•
Monday, July 1
The ora Graves Circle of the
Woman's Association of the College Presbyterian Church will
have a picnic .at the home of
Mrs. Jacee'Belote at Six-thirty
O'clock.
••• •
The Lorne Moon, Circle of the
WhIS of the First Baptist Church
will have a family picnic at the
City Park at six-thirty o'clock.

One hundred and seventy-eight
years ago, Captain John Paul
Jones sailed from France in the
Ranger to raid British shipping.
In the following three weeks
he capture eight British ships,
spiked the guns- of the fort at
Whitehaven, England and set fire
to shipping in the harbor there

The regular meeting of the
East Hazel Homemakers Club
was held Wednesday, June 19,
at the Murray City Park with
six members and the following
guests present: Mrs. Barletta
Wrather, Miss Hilda Sills, and
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Craig.
Mrs. Hertle Craig gave the
lesson on "Engraving Aluminum
Trays." Seven trays were almost
completed with three more to
be made at a later date.
The president, Mrs. Leland
Alton, conducted a brief busi•11
ness sestion.
A potluck lunch was servea

COLUMBUS, Ohio #111 - County commissioners were persuaded by a woman to fix truck load
limits in her neighborhood at
five tons, then she tried to enforce the law herself by flagging
down all trucks. When the woman's voluntary police action came
to the commissioners' attention,
it was pointed out that by their
own new rule, fire trucks were
illegal in the woman's neighborhood. New load limit: 11 tons.

Announcement is made of the
marriage of Miss Anna Mary
Herndon, daughter of Virginia
Herndon of Worth, Ill., to Gillard Mathis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Freeman Mathis of Benton Route
Five.
The marriage vows were read
at Corinth, Miss., on Saturday,
June 15. Their only attendants
were Mr. and Mrs. James Rudolph.
For her wedding the bride wore
at the noon-hour.
The annual club picnic will a power blue dress with white
be held Sattirday, July 13, and accessories.
The couple is residing on
every member is urged to atBenton Route Five.
tend and bring her family.

In 1944, naval aircraft from
12 fast carriers began a two day
bombardment of Japanese installations on Truk in' the Caroline
Islands.

•

t

2

•

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

CHOICE
YOU

-r

CAws

Murray Members Of
Rainbow For Girls
Attend State Meet

FIREWORKS
DISPLAY - July 4th

DOUBLE FEATURE!

,f711§

THE
LONELY
MAN

PALANCE •PERKINS
KYLE -BRAND•ROBERI

77C

Baby Doll PAJAMAS

SKIRTS

Regular

•

'1

$1.98

Values to
$6.98

$298
These are nationally advertised
cotton print skirts with narres
you'll recognize as soon as y
see them. Choice of full or slim
styles in mercized or polished
cottons. Sues 7 to 15 and 22
to 30.
A wide choice of sfYs
l and (Ann in
in
cool, gay pinafores f
summer. Sizes
12 to 20, 14 ½to 24 .

$198

S3.98 SUN-BACK PINAFORES

.MEN'S SPECIALS

a

•

SUMMER

CHOICE OF

COTTON DRESSES
Values to $6.98
$398

SWIM SUITS
Values to $6.98
$298

See this complete selection f,f
fine dress cottons in your choice
of styles. Sizes 12 to 40, 14 ire
to 24 les.
•

Latest styles in elasticized
evelm suits with wired bras.
Sizes 32 to 38.

A

CHILDREN'S SPECIALS
Girls Pedal Pushers

SPECIAL PURCHASE

SPORT
SHIRTS

SanforizedR"Ul
torn 98c
cota
in gay prints and 9 For SI
eel
solids. Sizes 3 t:.

• Baby Doll Pajamas
Regular $1.98

Regular $1.98

Cool and nylonized
in sizes S-M -L.

$1

BOY'S T-SHIRTS

3for $1

Regular 59c
A wonderful buy With nYIon reinforced necks Sizes
2 to 8.

We bought the entire manufaclurer's close-out stock to offer
you these sport shirts at this sensaionally low price! Choice
of smart patterns and color, Sizes S-M-L.

Regular $1.69

Children's BOXER SHORTS

$198

Regular 59c

Made to bell for at I to: $3. 98, we must
unload at half price! Chore of styles available in S-M-L.
Reg. $3.98 Val.

Men's $2.98 Val. '

STRAW HATS

Men's
HOBBY JEANS $198

$149

Sm a r t o ash pants in choice of
colors sizes S-M -L.

Cotton shorts with elasticizod waists. Sizes 3 he'

Regular $2.99

$198
Special purchase of nationally known
tennis and oxford sport shoes. All
leo available.!

L.1

$179
1 'Joe are full size. 81" x 99",
bleached Muslin sheets by the
most respected maker
linen. Steck up now!

1,

d

FULL-SIZE BATH TuvvrA,S

for

$1

OR

sizes.

CANNON
SHEETS

3

lb

Choice of TENNIS
SHOES OXFORDS

Just the thing for summer-assorted styles and colors-,'

LINEN SPECIAL

77c

rs
Choice of styles and col,
in sizes 6 to 16.

Regular
$3.98

•

BOY'S SPORT SHIRTS

SWIM TRUNKS

ALAN FREED

•

Regular $1.98
Your choice of smart
shorts in a wideirange
of colors and patterns.
Sizes 10 to 20.

OF

Cotton Print

wkify,„

dtko

4

6

s

CONSOLIDATED
STORES

Regular 59c
Full-size. 20" x 36", thirsty bath
towels at a special Close-out
outprice! Hurry, we expect a
sell-out!

3for $1

-11c1111.1.116,

MURRAY, KY.

01

ii
•

•

#

ØP
•

•

LADIES SHORTS
Mrs. Harry Hawkins
Hostess For Meet
Presbyterian Grout)

Alissionary Circle
Meets In Home pi
Mrs. Frizzell

Brother...

an

MOUNT VERNON, Ill.
Truck driver Ronald Adcock is
a dutiful man who picks things
up and takes them where they're
supposed to go, no matter how
objectionable the jobs may be.
When a fire broke out in his
garbage truck, Adcock saw his
duty clearly. Hhe drove the
smoldering truck straight to the
fir e department',- objectionable
odor of frying table scraps and
an, '

FIRE TRUCK BARRED

Miss Herndon And
Gillard Mathis
Married Recently

•

Mrs. Bun Swann h
tiostess tor Meet
Of Circle II WSCS

Emu La cm.

GARBAGE TRUCK BURNS

••••

Mrs. Harry 'Hawkins opened
her home on South Sixteenth
Street for, the meeting of the
Woman's Association of the
loge Presbyterian ,Chuq..le- held
un Thursday, June_ 20; at' eight
u clock is thening.
'Christ's .Way Every Day In
Our ' inuney" was the theme_
e program presented by Mrs.
Edwin Larson.
ine nome of Mrs. den Serene
Mrs. B. F. Scherffius, president
n North Sixteenth
et was
of the A.ssiciation, presided at
ee scene of
tine meeting
the meeting. Mrs. Rebert HornsOpen 6:30 - Start I)•:-k
_4e the Woman's
: Circle
by gave a report of the activities
• Christian Service of
societ
lice the United Chureh Women.
Church.
osst
3dethocust
firefreshments were served by 1
LAST TIMES TONITE
Doran presented the ostess to the thirteen memMrs. A.
*FIRST RUN MURI9.Y4
..e program for the afternoon-. bers
iii
her very,, talented way, the
••
"THEJISLOIOF
speeicer wise an interesting and
:repot:1g taik on the tneme,
HOLL64/ MOUNTAIN"
of Your Best to the Masin COLOR
ter", in W MCA she discussea the
sesen guals of the WSCS.
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
•dies(Ales was
insprgAbe
Mn. Manion Insult was hostaughn. ess for the meeting of the Gladys
given_by airs. crenate
ACTION FILLED
chairman of ate alcElrath Circle, of the Woman's
.ors.
Swa.flfl,
THRILLERS
pre.sideci at LZ.14:
Missionary Society of the Memuse
social hour, trie- orial Baptist Church held at her
IM/Calg
no/Joe/wee. Mn.. Swison a= Mrs. home on South Ninth Street on
OSeorge smith. set-% ea refresn- fuesday. June 18, at seven-thirty
i
meats to toe nineieen metnoers o'clock in tne eserung.
end one visitor, Mrs. Aiaersun. I In charge of the program was I
an. 1hrya Cray:toed. The sUb- ,
•ect
of
The Fountain
was
NITUIEL•iri• 14.-41.• Ivo
Youth" with Mrs.. Hugh, Mo•
• •
II
Ekath goons the devotion from
PLUS
Mark 10:21 and Luke 15:19.
(Continued from Front Page)
Mrs. Claude Miller, Mrs. V.
maned in 1907; three aaughterS,1
and Mrs. Frusell
Mrs. Ruth Bucy of Parts, Mrs; N. Allbraten,
the various parts on
Martin of Detroit. Miss presented
itoselia
"Maar
program.
Ann McDaniel Of Warts; five the
During the social hour refreshms. Ft. D. of Chicago. Henry
served by the hostels.
f Paris. M.it,in of Detroit. Du-. ments were
of
Este
and
Minnesota
of
oard
the U. S. Air'force in Washing"in, D, C.; one 'cuter, Mrs. Jesse ,
iii.man of Murray; one brother.
BIG AERIAL
,McDanial of . Dexter;
Members of the Murray Asoventy - .five grandchildren and
sembly No. 19 Order of tee Rainlour great grandchildren.
bow for Girls attended the sevThe McEvoy Funeral Home of
enth annual se on of the Grand
Pains is in charge of arrangeAssembly oV teh Order of the
Rainbow or Girls in Kentucky
held at the Scottish Rite Temple
, in Louisville June 16-18.
Murray girls serving as offic* ENDS, TON ITE *
ers at the Grand Assembly were
Miss Jeannette McNutt, grand
JEAN SIMMONS
nature; Miss Sammye Joyce Wilterson, grand representative of
----- in ----Mary Florence
Hawaii; Miss
"THIS COULD BE
Churchill, vivid representative
THE NIGHT"
of Michigan, Misses Sandra Fair
and Jane Hobbs, grand choir.
members.
The Murray group won second
;lace in ,the skit contest ,and
first place prize of a gavel for
*he ,having the largest percentige in attendance.
KILLER-FOR-HIRE!
Murray membe,rs to take part
THE KIM* OF
.n the 1958 session will be Miss
Outcast On The 'Novel
I# ROCK PI ROU.
Churchill. grand pa•rie'ism; lYlis
reprecentative
Wilkerson.
Maryland; Miss Nancy Robert
representative of Kansas; MisSandra Hamrick, representative
Pennsyllvania.
Those attending were Misses
Jeannette McNutt. Mary Florence
Churchill. Sandra Hamrick. Nancy Roberts. Ann Dunn, Leah
Ellis, Sa r a
Mitzi
l'aldvt-ell.
Hughes, Hughes. Sammye Joyce
Wilkersen. Marylee Easter. Nell
Pugh. Patsy Shirley, Millie VanMeter, Jane Hubbs, Sandra Fair,
Joyce Spann. and Linda Collie.
inetnbers; Mrs. Guthrie Churchill,
mother advisor, Mrs.- Cletus Fair,
Mrs. Witham VanMeter, and Miss
Mary Beth Furches, chaperones.
111111-•,...•••CRIJC II WC WRY
• • • ...es
21 Maw In MOM
Thirty-two years 'agQ. the first
I :RAMS
Nil"
re atins#
JAL-1C
olive! ship launChing ceremonies
ANTtlir•47
el Kinr
Namsr loci v Mu MOPS Ili
to 'be broadcast toek place at
,S
tn.le to In Mil OM. IN RIM
•••• I
A GM., .01Cri WWI no lit IWO
eamden: New Jersey. where Mrs
4
-• la •111•1110! ft NOCK
Curtis D. Wilbur. wife of the
\.
ZL
g
.
WWI IllEUri ISO.•
S
ft MAT •44,• , 4
secretary of the Navy, christened
the USS Saratoga.
MOM
----111111111r

2

e

East Hazel Club
Has Regular Meet
At The City Park

Coc.-als

.41
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LADIES SHORTS

t from
we day

ASS'T COLORS and STYLES

$1.98 to
LADIES

'1.00

COTTON SLIPS

(Shadow Panel)
Sizes 32 -44
HALF SLIPS - SMALL - MED and LARGE

LADIES

LADIES

SHEER DRESSES
PRINTS & SOLIDS
Sizes 9-15 & 121
2 to 241•As
/

/1

SWIM SUITS

$8"-'10"

MEN'S SUMMER SUITS

Dacron

All Colors and Sizes

$4.95 to $10.95

AND

Wool

by GRIFFON

REGULAR - LONG. SHORTS

$49.50

COTTOirliiESSES
Asa't Colors
4
/
Sizes 9-15 - 10 to 20 & 141/1 to 241

,

MEN'S SUMMER SUITS

$595

DACRON and ORLON

LADIES

Cotton BLOUSES

REGULAR and LONG

Ass't Colors
Sizes 32 to 38

1

•

Two-Pant LINEN SUITS
$29.50
Dacron and Wool SUITS
$34.50

$198

•

CHARCOAL GRAY - BROWN and BLUE

SHORTY PAJAMAS

SHORT REGULAR and LONG

SMALL - MED. and LARGE — ASS'T COLORS

$1.98 to $3.95

4aPfc

by SEWELL — ALL COLORS and SIZES
MEN'S SILK and COTTON

LADIES WEDGED HEEL

•

DRESS SANDALS
$2.95 to $7.95

SHORT SLEEVE

MEN'S

SPORT SHIRTS
$4.95

Summer Pants

Wash,14-Wear
DACRON and WOOL
DACRON and RAYON

'to
$99

Black - White and Pastel

!C

.s

LADIES

LADIES
FLAT and WEDGED HEEL

WEDGED HEEL

SANDALS

SANDALS

Widths AA 8c B - Size 4 to 9
. White Only -

. White Only Extra Wide EEE Widths

$295 $395

$2"

LADIES-SANDALS

OM 611

- $198 - $29,

ONE LOT MEN'S

DACRQN and EGYPTIAN COTTON

SPECIAL!!

ASS'T COLORS and STYLES

Special! $2.95
LARGE SELECTION

MEN'S SWIM TRUNKS

Childrens

Black - White - Red and Blue

Sandals
All Sizes
Brown and White

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE

MEN'S HA

SPORT SHIRTS

STRAWS - MILANS • PANAMAS • iand. NEW

ASS'T STYLES and COLORS

$1.98 to '5.95

CHILDRENS

SANDALS

&'349

White, Brown and Beige - Sizes infants 1 to large 3
01

BELK SETTLE

SPORT SHIRTS

CHILDRENS

ASS'T OF COLORS and SIZES

CANVAS SANDALS
Red

$1.98 to $3.95

ASS'T COLORS and ASS'T

$198 &

la=

Values tb $6.95

MEN'S SPORT SIIIRTS

Flats and Wedged Heels - Black, Red, White and Tan - Sizes 4- 9

PLAY SHOES

Summer Pants

NYLON and ORLON

BIG NEW SHIPMENT

0

CANVAS

ONE LOT MEN'S

Summer Pants
SHORT SLEEVE

LARGE SELECTION

LADIES

Sumner Pants

Blue

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Sizes 8Vi to 3

to

•

•

As•
•

4Are
1

•

1

qoo
•

5'

6,—,
6
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RED CROSS TELLS HOW TO SAVE CHILD'S I IFE

Drive Against Moonshining In South Begun By Alcohol People

_
On April 15, _1957. Mr. L. A. steady. It is the large kir unusual in addition to refusing to sell.
McCane, Supervisor in charge, sales made to your present or you are requested to hotfiy the
Alcohol & Tobacco Tait, Ken- new customers, the circumstances nearest office et the Alcohol and
tucky, announced the beginning of which may indicate the di- Tobacco Tax Division giving, if.
of a drive by the United States versica into monshine channels. possible, a cpmplete description
Treasury against monshining in These are the sales that you of the individual and the license
are requested to refuse to make number of any Vehicle driven
the southern states.
Contrary to general belief, the and thus help eliminate the by .him.
business if, making what Uncle organized mobs now engaged in
The Alcohol and Tobacco Tax
Sam terms nontaxpaid spirits moonshine activities.
Division can, and frequently does,
Aldid • not end with prohibition.
Should you be approached by invoke the •proviiions of the
though remarkable strides have
suspicious individuals wanting to internal revenue laws requiring
.tha
been _made in
Make arrangements for the pur- dealers- To eutnittt-daily- Tepnrte
illicit liquor traffic in most secchases of quantities of sugar, on all sugar sales. This, however.
tions of tie cOuntry, the South
is still an extremely critical area
— of monshining activities.
Bore launching the present
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
program. considerable stqdy was
ACROSS
34—Companionable
FAST
APES 61 OW
made of several experiments put.
36—Need
PAVER
YE
DARE
1—Departed
37—Snow runners
into effect in relatively small
6—Torrid
36—Hebrew letter
NEVER 111;5;
8—Bark cloth
areas of the country, By tar
39—Was taken
..E N 0
S T U 0 St
12—Arabian
illegally
the most effective in reducing
ARDENT
NY A
chieftain
42—Collects
13—Anger
46—Roman
the number of violations was
ABAS &RAT° rVE
14.—Wtnglike
garment
ILL
A R
e
Ai
based on the rather simple theory
15—Baked clay
47-9emale sheep
E Y.
c:V
RO
I6—Through
49—Cleaning
of prevention.
17—Openwork
substance
IFIREDI-EP:0
MIN
fabric
50—Foreboding
NILES
NODE
The violators in the southern
51—Rocky 13111
18—Pilfers
icE TEST 5
CADLN
62-010's name
25—Depends on
states, to produce high - proof
53—Unwanted plant ODE
22—Note of scale
covE
STOA
moonshine, require substantial
64—Nahoor sheep
21—Mail
•LED EWER Toy
55—Shakespearian
quantities of sugar. Since sugar
24—Ifeadgear
king
(P1)
is the one essential commodity
4—Walks
27—Restaurants
DOW N"
5—Parts of body
necessary for both the large and
6—NatIve metal
31—Room In harem
1—Dampens
small producers of moonshine
7—Frigh tfal
32—Calla
2—Send forth
•
3-111gher
whisksy, the objective of the
33-4.74,,k
is
9—Turkish
Same fiAger. boll tongue forward.
AtrIca .
present program • is to cut off
regiment
Step T.:,,Cletse mouth of foreign witterlettb mitlidle-116nger.
hand.
firmly on ba.l• suit!' free
pat
and
position
10—Rat•
head-down
eler.
The
supply.
face-dawn,
of
In
Child
sources
5
the sugar
Step 2. Place
or
r0
2
.
5
5 • 7
m
11—AS ar god
U 4
pas,age.
air
in
object
foreign
depends
any
success of the program
19—Behold:
This should dislodge
hands to lift lower jaw from be21—Perioda of
largely on the voluntary coStep 3. Flare child on back and use middle fingers of both
tints
and go on to ...
hand
one
with
position
this
in
jaw
Hold
but.
lute'
It
that
dealers
23—Posts
operation of egitimate
neath and behind so
e
breathe Into
and
seal,
leakproof
a
making
of lettuce
24—Race
nose,
and
mouth
child's
over
who will re sto make sales
Step 4. Place mouth
.... ..
25—Fues
chest rising. As you start this
,., ic 1
s
,ii
r necessary
6
26—Moccasin
o
d
sugar
the child with a smooth. steady action until s-ou obserse child's
of
ribs, and apply continuous, moder27—Pieces df
'
A.
action. move free hand to child's abdomen. -between navel and
raw rnateria s. such ala yeast and .‘
furniture
21
When lungs base been inflated remove
23—Greek letter
known violators
either'
ate pressure to prevent the stomach from filling with air.
grais....tii
LS
pressure
and
breathing
Repeat
29—Sunburn
empty.
to
lungs
his
allow
and
6.
28 SS
\e7 17
leo 14 35
tips from child's mouth and nose
.or ilispected persons.
30...Poiked for
74.,
portrait
cycle at SO eyries per minute.
63
7/., 52 '
•,•7
,
5.
ilsh
32—Codlike
Tax
Tobacco
and
Alcohol
The
35—Land
demostrate the fled Cross' 1957 version of a cen3,
David.
....
son
and
Gode
E.
Ralph
MRS.
experience,
AND
h
oug
MR.
Division. t hr
,3s
35
surrounded by
es
rind
infants
of
resuscitation
water
tunes-old method of artificial respiration. It is recommended for
knows that the vast majtrity
36—Camn I vorous
aid instructor (International)
ii
small children. Gode is the New York Red Cross chapter's first
of busines men want no part
mammal
33—River In Italy
of the traffic in illicit moonshine
39—Pack away
House Should Not
40—Heavy volume
irme
and place the interests of their
.4
.,1
51
.44.
41—Curved
government - above what little
molding •
m
Be Painted Too
49—Wife of Z.
So
Se
profit is to be made from sales
43—Repetition
.
Often, College
to such law vielators. Most of
44—Facts
Si
DR. RUPERT E. STIVERS
as
55
45.—Mast
them, too„realie tlest._10 willfully
..
45—Fmersed
• pon't make such sales always creates
AMES: Iowa — STI
no, by V.. NSW* 5''.a.......
victorious'
.nt your- home too often; it the possibility that they may be
CHIROPODIST — FOOT SPECIALIST
gnt be woe fo'r it than not ireplicated in some manner when
.
ranig it often enough.
the,violatur is' apprehended.
ANNOUNCES
i'haf's the roport of agrieu4The Alcohol and Tobacco Tax
BE AN INDEPENDENT MERCHANT
.al engineers ,at Iowa State Division is completely aware that
iege who say 'coating thick- there is a universal dernand for
AVOID SALARY LAY-OFFS
•s can build up with too-fre- sugar and has not the sligtZst
the termination of his prpctice at 204 South 5th St.,
:ay
any
trouble.
cause
and
•ait painting
desire to interfere in
BE YOUR OWN BOSS
,y said repainting huuldn't with the normal purchases of
effective Tuesday. June 25th upon entering the
Small Investment Needed
legal
done more often, than once this commodity for any
Armed Forces. All patients are being referred to
ry four or five years.
use. The Division knows, howGOOD OPPORTUNITY FOR RIGHT MAN
ever, that those engaged in the
Drs. Earl and Stanley Stivers, 1409 Broadway, PaduAge 21 to 60
are thoroughly
In um
S. War81311
8 engag- sale of sugar
,
cah, Kentucky.
• u Spanish gunboats and shore familiar with the regular needs
Write Paul Jones, Fairlawn Apts., No. 11, Paducah,
arteries at Cienfuegos, Cuba. of each of their customers and
Ky., or phone after 6:00 p.m. 5-6085 or Murray
',.troying one boat and silencing ...that, except. for some seasonal
640-M.
batteries.
fluctuation, this demand is quite

III

I

in adjdtion to placing a burden
on the individual dealer, is somewhat like locking the door after
the horse has been stolen_ ane
is no substittite for voluntary
coo,peration from dealers. who
Will refuse to sell sugar to known
violators and suspicious persons
In order to assist in the
identification of the ''suspicious"
purchaser, the government' sugASK WHY, if,
gests that y
.1..__ •A, nil • customer asks to
purchase o y sugar.
•
2 An old cestomer increases
his sugar purchases beyond his
normal requirements-.
3 Anyone attempts to purchase
suspicious quantities of sugar or
yeast. „

with amused tolerance, it is far
from being a harmless business.
Completely aside from the fact
that it defrauds your government
if millions of tax dollars each
year, it breeds contempt for all$
law and order and is frequently
the class 'room ofr much more
serious crime. -

'
_
Good Gardening
Needs Thorough
Planning, Said
—
'.MADISON, Wi.s. —,
will gets
gardeners
Backyard
more return froM their labor if
they draw a plan first, according &Ae--vegetable crops specialistiat the University of Wiscon-

recomSchoenemann
John
mended using short rows and
4 Large cash payments . are
planting perennial crops at one
offered for sugar. - end of the garden out of the way.
The plan should include the
5 Any suspicious eirsoas or
crops to be grown, the number of
kndsvn violator asks for sugar.
In. soliciting this type of volt plantings of each crop, whenw
untary cooperation; the govern- each planting is to be- made and
ment points, out 'that in spite the distance each row is to be
of the feet that the public' in planted front one end of the
some areas regards moitshiners garden.

"Quick, Henry,the„

11.•

i

Kill crawling insects fast with

FLIT BUG KILLER
4._

FLIT Bus KILLER is deadly to
crawling insects. It kills them
tht contact and "bug-proofs"
for weeks wherever
sprayed. Available in the
familiar red and whitecan or handy push-button
container .. sold almost
suc
everywhere. Don't
kuLta
delay, get Fur today.

FLIT

PENOLA OIL COMPANY

ONLY TWO MORE DAYS I
FOR

II IDS

G
LI
Living Room Suite Sale
SAVE UP TO 50%
FREE 2Beautifu I Lamps&2Sofa Pillows With Each Sale
77— ri

_

"

Biscuit welted back!
Perfect choice for
the more traditional
living
Lawson type arms, square room ... with
tapered legs and
Kroehler "Plus-Built
construction. Your choice Cusbicinized"
of many decorator
colors.

Beautifully styled! With trim welted
backs
... modern brass ferruled legs
practical
reversible cushions. Select from all the
lat-est decorator colors. Hurry—Limited
number left!

4.

S

.44111441111

Nationally advertised! All the fine
of famous Kroehler "Plus-Built features
Cushionlied" construction added to the new
of the nationally advertised "Park styling
Row"
group by Kroehler.

EASY TERMS
LOW BANK RATES

2 PIECE QUALITY
SUITS AS LOW AS
2

ir•

Ame

"N.

•-•

•
•

e
eec:

e

•I

-

oat

"telleee""""

Ileaving town. Phone 525-W-!3.
ti-27C

FOR SALE

t is far
nisiness.
he fact
ernment
rs each
for all.
!quently
.h more

—
gets
ell
labor if
accordspecialWiscon-

recomiws and
at one
the way.
aide the
ember ofale
whenv.
lade and
is to be
of the
•

OD SELECTION of ,neee and
esed bedroom suitea. Alse xtra
.e washing machine and break•MONUMENTS
t s,ets. Exchange Furniture'
Murray. Marble & Granite Works,
inpany,, 300 Maple, Phone 877.
builders of fine memorials for
6-28C
*
over half century. Porter White,
July 13C
Manager. Phone 121.
5 HP OUTBOARD MOTOR.
t i o n. $35.00.
Excellent con
i
6-2811
hone 1550-J.

Land Transfers

IMPRESSIVE RECITATION •The Museum of U. S. Patent
Medias at Plymdutbe N. H. is
RC)LLYWOOD
the
only one of its kind in the
told
wasal
Loren
actress Sophia
world. Several thousand .original
about Burl Net' method of losworkMg models of inventions
PERMANENT JOB opening at ening his •eleal chords by repatereed between 1836 and 1890
Thurmonds Mill. Apply kri Per- citing verses from the Bible.
are on display, including the
son, no phone calls..
6-27C After bearing her "Desire Under
crude fore-runners ortnany of
-The Eirre" so-star's daily remodern houselhold gadgets.
citation coming through the walls (our
The museum ie open from July
between their dressing room,
1 until Columbus Day Oct. 12.,
Miss Loren told director Delbert
religious
a
is
he
mice
"rho
Mann:
ED
apartment,
Li ROOM FURNISH
first nor. Heat and hot water man. When he's not acting ,he's
furnished. Close in. Apply at in his dressing -room praying."

I

IFOR RENT.

Read Our- Classifieds

June27P
5115 Maple.
L.ECTRIC STOVE, Aivins roam
Nolan and Lottie— Jetton t I
suite, boys bicycle, 2,in. Call Harbard W. Jetton —. lot
2 BEDROOM BRICK Apartment
91,W. Can be seen at 107 N.
well insulated. Near college.
6-29P
7th.
Ralph Harris et ox to Erich 1606 Farmer, Phone 609-W.
and Aileen Fromke — lot
6-29P
1ANOS. New and used. Large
stock. Seiburn Whit e„403
- APAR.T.M.ENT
FURNISHED .
143tnut St., Murray, Ky.
conditIoned, Private entrance,
July29P
water and heat furnished. Two
blocks of square. Phone 1288.
IVING ROOM, bedroom, and
6-29C
dining room furniture, electric
owing machine, lamps, etc. Call
t 1322 Olive, afternoons between
June27P
and 6 or phone 235.

a

too
Curveg don't come too sharp or hills
steep for this nimble new Chevrolet. With
its new velvety V8 power, new roadability and Fide, you're the relaxed
master of any road you travel.

Requirements Are
Needed By Farmers

ROOM HOUSE. 207 South Srd.
June27P
St
lehp MERCURY OUTBOARD.
6-29P
070.00. Phone 1907-W.
OR SALE OR, TRADE: 53
Chevrolet Station WagonseGueei
ondition. Phone 314 or 1754.
1TP
O'BED, like
ROEHLEFt
new, used 4 asonths,, foam
rubbee cushions, tweed cover.
4,27P
heap Ilbqpg 328-W.
GE SIZE refrigerator. Geed
6-27-C
ndition. Phone 1948'.
19'53 MODEL Westinghouse electric stove with time clock.
Perfect co nd it ion. Automatic
washer, six weeks old, Kenmore
with filter, with guarantee. Owner

L

'PRIME MINISTER Nobusuke Kishi
11 shown as he addressed the National Press Club in Washington.
Ile called for a revision in the
U.S.-Japan Security Treaty.
Later, in a joint communique.
President Eisenhower and the
Prime Minister announced that
they have agreed to a "prompt
withdrawal of all united States
ground combat forces" from
(letfret/eaten&)
Japan.

2c[x
qi"r T

GUI

the sub
world's first atomic power craft, stands "on parade" as
CREW OF SUBMARINE NAUTILUS,
(international Sound photo)
Francisco for four days.
dodo at the U.S. Naval Shipyard in San
e

Kish; at Press Club

Office at Home Necessities
Address books. Scratch Pads.
S.E. & D.E. Ledgers
Post Binders, Time books
!Common Sense"expense backs
Pens, Pencils, inks. carbons
Stationery, Tags, sale books
Folders. Indexes, guest checks,
Staplers & Staples
Scotch Tape
Aluminum sheet holders. etc.
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
Ledger & Times
Call 55

NAUTILUS DROPS UP ON SAN FRANCISCO

'HELP WANTED

F-7-NOTICE

1957
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Bring on the mountains! This new Chevy
_takes steep grades.with ouch an easygoUig
stride you hardly wiefen.five them a thought.
There's lean-mukTeri • twowtr"ttided mraY
,tarin' to handle any
under that hood,' ju!l

Faimers participat.ng in the
1957 Acreage Hews e Program
must Meet certain requirements
on acreages set aside as -the
reserve area. This reminder was
issued today by-Mr. Efflis Goodwin, Chairrnan of the local ASC
office..
Of particular importance at
the present time, said Mr. Goodwin, is the disposition of growing grain tropse Farmers were,
originally advised that any such
grain cruses were to be clipped,
plowed, or ,disced by June 10.
This date should still be observed to the greatest -extent possible, but the county committee
is' now authorized to permit an
extension of time if circumstances
warrant. This appl•ee primarily
to situations whaec wet .field
physically impossible
make it
.i bee June
. actiar
to .have taken
10.
•
Even though some relaxation
now pet in the original U..1:i•
be clearly
missible 'It should
undersiood that disposition must
be undertaken as soon as pussiole
and in any event such dispisition
must be at least 16 days before
maturity of the grain, Any tardier having this type of problem
should discuss the matter with
personnel -at the county ASC
office,

how curvy
hill you aim it at. And no matter
Chevrolet
the road may be,a light touch keeps
evensolid,
the
like
You'll
right on course.
turns.
sharp
on
keel way it stays put
of build
A car has to have a gecial kind
has to
It
Chevy.
a
to handle and ride like
outits
stance,
wide
have Chevrolet's low,
weight!
ced
well-balan
rigger rear springs and
performer
Drive this sweet,smooth and sassy
at your Chevrolet dealer's.

MORE PEOPLE DRIVE
CHEVROLETS THAN ANY
OTHER CAR
_

Ch
a
to
ng
thi
a
an
me
't
ills don

./r

•
•••••,s1L

ze-winnann western novelist
theypriE

D. OVERHOLSER

howl E•11,11.h^4 Sr
•ync D. Clv•rholser 1566. Teem the Frwturw
nthcate.
Mwanabut Co. Dist:W*14d by Kiss

'MY

PI

, •
r
'a t-r
I
Wee the weelc; .• 5.1. I ts.tiocc..,1
01.. 1.4 Vu...e.! tie .
1
1 ....
.t
'
.... 1 ..1 :-.'
.
ft
s the 11:1 tial A End heed w.th fury.
•
s&en I s:usi:
I
1 'c
.ci r - E en :is I it
fired!' was.. L She seteaed 4s %email, z•
e z..e." Ja .n I.;;A: e's K..1.1 •••-, 1,4 you, 4kiene. You're
itA41 '1•4+:411•A sh• s;...;ke net
I:r t.rped tirs tr-g- tread-forward.
:'--ie a .:o .V.)...cl ha .
.:.i rr. a ": ..:
will voice was'soft and ennieeotra.
eere Cl le.i.eg di the Mink and wowing. -Sorer Pardee
"Get doten arid come into the
r,:re:te and mare of a great city nave to say that -before I believe
se•t "Dngbono.
it. Besides, you're going to need house, Will,"
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COST. GET A DEMONSTRATION!
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AIR CONDITIONING-TEMPERATUR

Onlv franchised Chevrolet dealers

, CA•VPOLET/

together-Chevrolet with Body by fisher.

display this famous trademark , .

r
Sep nut, Local Authorized Chevrolet Deale
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by Raeburn Van Buren

ABBIE an' SLATS
HCW COME NO PICTURE
TAKERS ? I THOUGHT
THIS WAS JUST SO'S
MISS GLANDULA COULD
GET SCOE PUBLICITY *

WE CALL THIS
A MY RUN, MR.
SCRAPPLE. THE
PHOTOGS LL BE
HEM FOR THE ,
FINAL VERSION:
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by Al Capp

LIL' ABNER
BAZOOKAS
BLASTIN'
ME FUM
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PAGE EIGHT

LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

borom 10 and boron 11.
Nona Is Waisted
, The work of . separating the
two is accomplished through use
1.1(aDEL CITY, N. I. -Ali- A of. fractionating towers, similar
plant in this tiny western New I to those used in the petroleum
York community has a 115-man ' industry.
production force that works. a
Precautionary measures of a
three-shift, .seven,clay week but high degree _are taken to insure
turns out only 20 pound of mate- ; that none of the material, worth
rial weekly.
$1.20.10 a pound,. escapes the
On the surface, it would appear plant.
much effort was Foing to waste. ! All workers' in the . processing
But the work of producing the area wear gloves to prevent midark grey powder known as nute particles being carried off
boron 10 is extremely complica- under the finger nails. Also all .
ted.
vedin clothing, floor sweeprnir . I other waste is retaiined and
The four-million-dollar Atomic
Energy Comrniminn io•taltafia burned periodically to recover
here, operated by the Hooker small amounts of boron 10.
Electrochemical Co., is the onlyj . Hooker points °WA-hat t- prirrn
full-scale plant producing borom ruse for the prduct will be "
10 in the United States and Can- help protect persons who operal.
ada.
nuclear reactors. Currently. rereact,.•
for
shielding
Boron 10. according to the quired
accomplished
is
AEC, is a form of the non- structures
metallic element boron. Posses- through use of tons of lead
sing the property of readily ab- concrete.
saorbing neutrons without. itself
-The relatively minute quant-becomibng radioactive, it is suit- ties of "boron 10 required to proable for use in nuclear-reactive vide neutron shielding may simshielding and control mechan- plify reactor design," sa.01 Hookisms
er.
The installation here gets its
„boron in the form of a gas. borok
Barn owls are' valuable ra'
trifloride, from certain chemical catchers and are seldom seen
compyinies. It is found fairly because .they carry on their ac w iddly in nature as a mixture of twines at night.
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-A Lot- OfWork. A
Little Boron 10
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HOME GROWN TOMATOES`
CABBAGE
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LARGE JUMBO STALK
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BARBECUED CHICKENS $1.29
JUMBO BOLOGNA
29c chip 'n' dip
- MIMS ON BAG •

Each

Make Glamorous

\\i art
on

div
hal

LB.

The Ufa of Your Party

when you
make it with
195

ONTIAC 4-ar. R&II, Hydromatic (Sharp).
$1795.

NABISCO3L3
b.

NO

•,
3lbs.89c

I SNOWDRIFT
1955 PONTIAC 4-dr. R&H, Hydromatic. $1395.
1955 CHEVROLET 41.41r. Bel-Air. t1295.
1955 CHEVROLET 2-dr. (Like New). $1195.
1953 PONTIAC 4-dr. R&H. Hydromatic. $645.
/

PICNIC HAM

GRAHAM CRACKIRS

1956 CHEVROLET 4'-dr. (Sharp). $1595.

1953 CHEVROLET 4-dr. Bel-Air, Power-Glide. 8795

Pride Snack

CHICKEN OF THE SEA
$2.95.

TUNA

-dr. New paint $345.

MARGARINE

VELVEETA

HEINZ

FOOD - -3jars 29c NIACKEREL
2cans 29c

21

CRACKERS

35c

BOX

BLISS

lb. 79c

2for 29c

CORN

DROMEDARY

MID-WEST

CAKE MIX
2 for 45c

Hydromatic. Only $1495.

SEE OUR SELECTION OF NEW PONTIAC

osse

BROTHER

This Week's Special
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nor

Pork & Beans
2for 25c

ti

STA-FLO
11

STARCH
1/2-gal. 39c

1/2 gai. 59c
INSTANT
COFFEE

DOG FOOD
3cans 25c
e•ro*C14/pIrete

Pk q

2-DR. HARD TOP
252 h.p., Big Heater, .041 Bath Air Cleaner,
Oil Filter, -'Power Brakes, White Wall Tires,
2-Tone Paint, Signal Lights, Deluxe Steering
Wheel, Big Hub Caps

Strawberries 19c
Juice 25c
JELLO 325c

VAN CAMP

TONI

r••••

BIRDSEYE FROZEN

NEW 1957 PONTIAC

ICE CREAM
.(Jersey Gold)

SALABli DRESSING
qt.39c

AND GMC TRUCKS

)13
PA

BELLE-MEADE CLUB

CRACKERS

1956 GIVIC, PICK-UP, like new. Heater, V-S, and

Margarine
lb. 19c

29'

1950 OLDSMOBILE 4-dr. $195.
••••
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VAN CAMP

2lbs.79c

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

29c

1949 CHEVROLET 2-dr. $195.

POTATO CHIPS
TWIN 3A'k
9C
BAGS

FOR 'SLICING

WEINERS 43
SUNSHINE

1951 FORD 2-dr. (Sharp) $445.

33c

LB.

BLUE BONNET

CHEESE

39c

LAY'S

BETTER SPREAD

a

12-ox.

• 1953 DODGE 2-dr. V-8 Coronet. $395.

1951 -CHEVROLET

MORRELL S

CHARGE

MORRELL'S

1953 CHEVROLET 2-dr. Bel-Air. $595.

1951 FORD 2-dr. Ford-O-Matit.

$2199.
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FOR BETTER BUYS SEE'
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JOHN WATSON

Main Street Motors

1
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West Kentucky's. Oldest Pontiac Dealer
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Morrell
BACON BOY
Cooks bacon in 1/2the time!
VAR $1.00-YOURS FOB
tht • AMO DIE NEAP
ONLY6W FROM WRAPPElt OF

Morrell
lb.69c

SUCEP Bacen

lb.89c
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